Joboffer dated from 12/21/2016

QA Manager (f/m)
Field:
Type of employment:
Entry date:
Zip Code / Place:
Country:

QA / Testing
Full-time
immediately
80335 München
Germany

Company data
Company:
Street adress:
Zip Code / Place:

remote control productions
GmbH
Karlstraße 68
80335 München

Contact Person
Name:
Position:
Street adress:
Zip Code / Place:
E-mail:

Dominika Karcz
HR Manager
Karlstraße 68
80335 München
jobs@r-control.de

Job description
We are looking for a motivated QA Manager for our team in Munich, who will
embrace QA processes as a discipline and ensure that high quality standards are
met for all released products. This role has a strong influence on general production
processes.

Your responsibilities:
Communication and coordination between internal and external QA teams
Definition and ongoing improvement of our QA process management
QA outsource planning and controlling, evaluation of contractors and full control of their
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deliverables
Implementation of new working methods with Jira
Closely collaborate with project leads and team members to set up expectations and
improve day-to-day workflows
Create and act on testing plans for all projects, monitoring execution of QA team
Recognize potential risks and bugs in the project
Support with hiring, onboarding, coaching, and recognize the best allocation of QA team
members per project
Meet quality standards for all released products

Requirements:
You’ve got a minimum of 4 years experience in the gaming industry
You’ve been working in QA Management or in a leading QA role
Track record of released products (ideally at least one mobile game that was maintained
for a couple of months after it’s initial release)
Working experience with issue trackers (e.g. Jira), MS Office and Wiki
Knowledge of QA methodologies
Strong communication and documentation skills
Passion for games and game testing
Pro-activeness and strive for best quality
Operative experience with mobile devices (iOS or Android)
You are highly motivated, flexible and a team worker
You have the ability to work self-directed and reliable
You have a good command of English and German, both written and spoken

The ideal candidate also has:
Experience working with remote teams
Strong experience with JIRA and Confluence (preferably Jira Admin knowledge)
Official QA certifications

What we offer:
Work at a successful and ambitious company with a sustainable and transparent
leadership style
Work among an experienced and flexible team
Being part of a strong family of European game developers
Flat hierarchy in a creative setting
Professional and friendly atmosphere
An opportunity to grow and expand your network within the game industry
Diverse and open-minded workplace culture
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A modern office located in the center of Munich
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